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plate xxvii

Typical Spectra of Peculiar Strontium Stars.

The enlargements shown are. a) i Cass A5p; b) 3 CorB FOp; c) 7 Equl FOp;

and d) the normal star a Boot FO.

The scale of the microphotometer tracing <>!' the spectral region of 1 Cas- near

H<5 and Sr II 4077 is 3.3 times that of a). It is a 0.4 reduction of the original

tracing.
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ABSTRACT

The equivalent widths of the spectral lines of seven peculiar strontium stars

(A2p-F0p) and three comparison stars have been measured. Curves of growth
have been constructed and values of log X, the optical depth, and turbulence

found. The abundances of Sr II atoms in the lower states have been found.

The ratio of the log X's of the peculiar stars and comparison stars has been

plotted against excitation potential to determine the differential excitation

temperature. In general, the peculiar stars were found to be cooler than the

comparison stars, while the degrees of ionization were nearly the same.

THE theory of equivalent widths developed by Menzel1 and the

method employed by Goldberg2 of determining the absolute

abundances of elements offer a means of studying the spectra of the

stars with abnormally strong ionized strontium lines. By con-

structing curves of growth, and fitting these to the theoretically

determined curves, the optical depth, log X, of any line can be

found. A study of these values should reveal whether atmospheric

conditions are abnormal, or if there is simply an abnormal abun-

dance of strontium atoms. In this paper the condition of temper-

ature is compared by the method used by Russell. 3

Observational Material

In the present program, the seven peculiar strontium stars,

Boss 3506 A2p, Boss 2443 A3p, i Cassiopeiae Aop, 7EquuK i FOp,

/3Coronae Borealis FOp, 2Tauri F0, and rCygni F0, and the com-
parison stars /STrianguli A5, 7B00US A5, and cxBootis F0, were

studied.

The stars chosen for the comparison are as nearly identical to

the peculiar stars in spectral type, absolute magnitude and line

width as could be found within convenient reach of the 7 1-inch

telescope with contrast slow plates. The data concerning these

stars are given in Table I.
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reduction was eliminated by replotting the log I of the characteristic

curve on a strip cut from the tracing. By placing this strip on the

tracing, being sure that the lines of each were coincident, the log I

of the continuous background and the centre of a line could be read

directly. To measure the widths of lines, a scale was made and
reduced photographically so that the distance between the half-

millimetre reference lines was divided into fifty equal parts. The
number of Angstrom units per division for each spectral region was

computed.

The equivalent widths of the narrower absorption lines were

computed by assuming, after other workers, that the lines can be

considered as triangles. For lines strong enough for damping

broadening to be effective, several points on the profile had to be

measured, and the area found by a summation.

Two problems of equivalent width measures are the drawing

of the continuous background, and the correction for blending.

The continuous background can be drawn with a fair degree of

confidence by following the rule of drawing it tangent to the tops

of the lines in many-line spectra and through the plate grain in the

cases of earlier type spectra.

The problem of blending was not solved in this work. Bad

blends were either measured as a unit or discarded. In the cases

of lesser blends the lines were reconstructed by noting the shape of

other unblended lines. With the small dispersion and resolving

power available, blending is a serious handicap, as most lines have

some degree of blending. Lines blended with the hydrogen lines

are difficult to evaluate, as Thackeray 7 has shown that a weakening

results if the profile of the blending line is used as the continuous

background. When it seemed desirable to measure such lines to

complete the multiplet, a value of the continuous background above

the blending profile was used. The accuracy of such measurements

is admittedly low.

An indication of the consistency of the measurements was

obtained by applying Peter's formula for probable errors to fifteen

consecutive lines of Boss 2443. Five measurements of each line

were available. The probable error of the fifteen determinations

of AX, the width of the spectral line at the continuous background,

and r, were averaged to give an average probable error.
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P.E. =0.845 -^-= =0.0762^
nyjn

Av. P.E. for AX =0.1 1A
Av. P.E. for rc =0.69 of 1 per cent.

These values do not, of course, give any idea of errors due to blend-

ing which is the greatest source of error, or any systematic errors.

It was originally intended that four plates of each star be taken

and measured. Only one plate each of 7Equulei and rCygni was

obtained and two of aBootis. In other cases, in which fewer than

four measurements were made, plates were discarded because expos-

ures were either too weak or too strong, or characteristic curves too

poorly determined. In Table II the equivalent widths of the Sr II

lines and the neutral iron lines used later in the temperature com-

parison are tabulated. The three columns give: rc , the average

value of the residual intensity at the centre of the line; W, the

equivalent width expressed in milli-Angstroms determined by
W= A\(l—rc)/2, and for the Fe I lines, log X, the optical depth

determined from the curves of growth.

For use in constructing the curves of growth, the values of

log W/\ were computed for all lines. Between 60 and 150 lines

per star were measured in the region X3900 — X4600. For identifying

lines, wave-length measurements were made on six plates of different

stars for about 120 lines. These were averaged to give the wave-

lengths of the important lines. For other lines, the wave-lengths

wire found by direct interpolation on the tracing. Identification

was determined by wave-length, presence of other members of

multiplets, and multiplet intensities. Much valuable information

was obtained from Miss Moore's multiplet tables. 8

( A INSTRUCTION OF CURVES OF GROWTH

The theoretical relation between the equivalent width of a spec-

tral line and the number of atoms above the photosphere that are

producing the line has been developed by Menzel. 1 Assuming a

definite radiating surface surrounded by an atmosphere transparent

to all wave-lengths, except those near an absorption line, the expres-

sion r(v) = 1/(1 +iVa„) is adopted as an approximation of the ratio

of the spectral intensity at a frequency v inside the line to the inten-

sity outside the line. The atomic absorption coefficient a„ is

given by
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where / is the oscillator strength, v the root mean square kinetic

velocity and T the damping constant of the atomic transition. The

first term arises from the Doppler effect, while the second arises

from the radiational or collisional damping.
CD

dv, hasThe expression for the equivalent width, Av =

o

been solved for three cases, when Na v is small, intermediate, and

large. The resulting relations are

log W/\ = l/2 log x+ log » /c+log X
log W/\ = \og 2+log Vo/c-1/2 log 0.434+ 1/2 log log X
log W/\ = l/4: log x-log 2+log wo/c+ 1/2 log T/v+ 1/2 log X

The X introduced is the optical depth of the line. In quantum

mechanical terms it is

6(7") 37r7? mc t> - 5

e~
xkT/b(T) gives the Boltzmann distribution of electrons in the

various states of the atom. <f>Ss/1s expresses the spectroscopic

strength of any line, </> being the square of the radial integral

divided by 4/ 2 — 1 representing the strength of the transition, 5 the

relative multiplet strength and s/Zs the strength of a line within

a multiplet. The v is the kinetic velocity of the atoms and equal to

1.289 XlOWr/n. Na is the number of atoms of one element in a

given stage of ionization per square centimeter above the photo-

sphere.

To determine the theoretical curve of growth for A2-F0 stars,

it is necessary only to substitute the proper values in the three

equations, plot log W/\ against log X and draw a smooth curve

through the three sets of points. For these stars the assumed

values are, r = 8000°, and ju=56, since iron lines were used most

frequently in determining the empirical curve of growth. The

value r/y = 1.52X10-8 which Menzel 9 found to give the besl tit in

the case of the sun, was adopted. Using these values the equations

reduce to:

log W/\

=

log X -5.04

log W/\ = \ 2 I \ ,-4.83

log f*yx = l/21og X -5.73.

For the construction of the actual curves ol growth of the stars,
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Russell's10 table of multiplet intensities was used as the main source

of relative line strengths. The method of construction was that

used by Allen 11 in making the curve of growth of the sun. It

consists of plotting the log W/\ of a line as observed in the star

against the logarithm of the strength of the line within the multiplet.

After the lines of several multiplets have been plotted, each multi-

plet was moved horizontally as a unit. Guided by the slope of the

multiplet and its height, the various multiplets were combined to

form as smooth a curve as possible. The scatter of the points is

considerable because of the blending effects, errors in measurement,

and any irregularities in the multiplet intensities because of the

failure of the LS coupling. This scatter and the relatively few

multiplets made it necessary to seek other sources of material. A
satisfactory source of spectroscopic data is contained in Allen's12

tables of the equivalent widths in the solar spectrum. By using

the curve of growth of the sun computed by Menzel,u the value of

log X can be read for each value of log W/\ from Allen's work.

The Xo contains the spectroscopic data of the line, the abundance

of the element in the sun, and the Boltzmann factor. When the

lines of one element are used, only the Boltzmann factor need be

changed when applying the data to stars of different temperatures.

The change can be effected by putting the desired temperature in

the factor

e
-x(l/k[l/T-l/Tt])^

For the temperature change 4500°— 6500° the correction to log X is

simply 0.343x- With this material additional lines were utilized

which were unclassified or in weak multiplets. These lines were

plotted and moved horizontally as a unit and combined with other

multiplet lines.

In view of the small number of plotted points, usually defining

only a portion of the curve of growth, it seemed inadvisable to draw

a curve through the mean position of the points and accept that

curve as the curve of growth of the star. A better method, the one

finally adopted, is to use the plotted points to define a particular

theoretical curve of growth and accept this as the true curve of

growth of the star.

In a study of B-type stars, Goldberg 14 found that many stars

had curves of growth whose intermediate sections were higher than

the theoretical one for a given temperature. Presumably this was

the result of a turbulent motion of the atoms in the stellar atmos-

pheres. This effect was introduced into the curve of growth equa-

tions by the turbulence factor F = log v' — log v ,
giving
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log W/\ = log X - 5.04+V
log W/X = 1/2 log log X -4.81 + V
log W/\ = 1/2 log X -5.73+ F/2.

The method of selecting the proper curve of growth is, then, to

plot several curves with different values of V and move the plotted

observed points horizontally until the best fit is obtained with some

computed turbulence curve. The curve was traced through the

points and used as the curve of growth of the star. The curves and

observed points are reproduced in Figure 1.

L0G X
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In choosing the proper curve, the turbulence in the stellar

atmosphere is determined. In all cases, the values are positive

and lay between 0.5 and 0.9. These have been plotted against a

colour temperature corrected by Kuiper 5 to represent the effective

temperature of the star. A definite correlation between temper-

ature and turbulence was found, and is shown in Figure 2. The
turbulence is greater for lower temperatures. It is interesting to

note that the opposite effect was found for the O and B stars.

o a -

6 -

6000 7000 8000
TE. MPEIATUR.E

9000 10000

Figure 2—Correlation between turbulence and

temperature.

The Curve of Growth for Sr II

Goldberg15 has shown how the absolute abundance of an element

may be found when the curve of growth of the element and the

absolute strengths of the lines are known. The same method is

applied here to determine the abundance of ionized Sr atoms, but

small changes have been made to meet the varied conditions.

Thus to determine the abundance of Sr II atoms, two things

must be found: the value of (j>Ss/~s for the transitions involved, and

the form of the curve of growth, for which the value of T, the

damping constant is required.

It has been possible to compute the absolute strengths and

damping constants of Sr II lines through the generosity of Dr.
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Leo Goldberg, who kindly made available values of p, the radial

quantum integral for the transitions involved. Thus since

4> = p7(4/2 -l),

S=(2S+1)(2L+ 1)(Z)(/-1),

and s/Zs can be found from Russell's table of multiplet strengths,

the necessary values can be found easily.
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In the paper cited the value A =log X — log X ' was introduced,

which here becomes

A= -11.452+log NJb(T) -1/2 log T— V.

This gives the means of determining the absolute abundance of

atoms in certain states in the atmosphere.

\ogN = \og<*+\ogNa /b{T)
5040

or, by substitution, and letting T = 8,000°

log iV = log (2S-H)(2L+ 1) + 13.40+A+J/-
5040

T
-1 ex

To evaluate this equation A and V must be found by a comparison

of the theoretical and observed curves of growth. The observed

curve is constructed by plotting the observed log W/\ of the Sr II

lines against log X Q
'.

The values of log X '=log 4> S x
^5 Tex

for the different lines can now be found since $Ss/-shas been com-

puted. The value Tex = 7,000° has been assumed as the excitation

LOOW
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obtained with some theoretical turbulence curve. The values A

and V become known immediately as the best fit is found. With

these evaluated, the log N for any state can be found. The deter-

mined values of the logarithm of the number of Sr II atoms per

square centimetre above the photosphere are tabulated.
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used by Russell,

factor:

The fundamental relation used is the Boltzmann

N = <

Nn _ x/kt

b(T)

or logarithmically,

log iV = log co+log
Na 5040

b{T) T

If similar equations are written for two stars and the differences

taken, the following equation is obtained:

log— =c+5040xQ/r-l/r).
N'

The values of log N/N' can be found from the ratios of the log

XqS of the two stars determined from the curves of growth, since

the log Xq contains the abundance, N. When the ratios of one

element in the same state of ionization are plotted against the

excitation potential of the lower level, the slope of the resulting line

is a measure of the difference in temperature of the two stars. In

this way, the peculiar stars were compared with the normal stars.

Figure 4 shows four typical comparisons.
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used, after blends were excluded, the determined slopes are subject

to some uncertainty. The slopes were used in view of this uncer-

tainty, to tell which of two stars is the hotter and not to determine

the exact difference in temperature. In this way, by numerous

inter-comparisons, the stars used have been arranged in order of

decreasing temperature, as follows: 7Boot, iCass, Boss 3506, crBoot,

/3Tria, j3CorB, rCygn, 2Taur, 7Equl, and Boss 2443 being the cool-

est. The most noticeable characteristic of the order is that the

peculiar stars are cooler than the comparison stars of the same
spectral class. Thus iCass, A5p, is cooler than 7Boot, A5, and

TEqul, FOp, and /3CorB, FOp, are cooler than o-Boot, F0. One
exception is /3Tria, which is cooler than crBoot. This phenomenon
of a temperature decrease in passing from normal stars to peculiar

stars of the same spectral class might be a clue to the explanation

of the abnormal abundance of Sr II atoms. Since the second stage

of ionization is small, in A2-F0 stars, the rise in intensity of X4077

with advancing spectral type is due mainly to the change in electron

concentration from the higher states to the ground level. The lower

temperatures of the peculiar stars would then produce an increase

in the strength of the Sr II lines of lower excitation potential.

For normal stars a decrease in temperature would infer a simple

change to a later spectral type. For a star to have a lower temper-

ature than the average for a spectral class, there must be some

difference in the electron pressure so that the degree of ionization

remains nearly the same. To test this, the electron pressures have

been computed for as many stars as measurements of the K line of

calcium 1 1 are available. Only on plates of /3Tria, iCass, and 2Taur
were the K lines exposed strongly enough to be measured. Values

for 7Boot, /3CorB, and <rBoot were used from Hynek's 16 paper on

F-type spectra. The equivalent widths of Cal 4227 were measured

for all stars.

Adapting the Saha formula for use with the curve of growth, the

equation becomes for Ca II, the primes referring to the ionized

states:

log P,=log A'o-log AV -5.92^12/ +5/2 log T

since

. x . N' . AY b'T <f>Ss/Zs . „, . v ftOQlog— =log - =log— —

-

; ,

= log A o' -log Xo-0.28
1 —x N A b(T) <f>S's/ls
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which is believed to be a close approximation. The log X's were

found from the curves of growth and substituted in the equation.

The values derived by this equation are:

T Pe

j8 Tria 7,000 2.5X10"3

8,000 1 . 2 X 10"2

9,000 5.0X10"2

t Cass 7,000 6.3X10"4

8,000 3 . 2 X lO"3

9,000 1. 2X10-2

7 Boot 8,000 4.4X10"3

9,000 4.0X10-2

10,000 9.5X10-2
02 Taur 7,000 2.0X10" 4

8,000 1.0X10" 3

9,000 4.0X10"3

a Boot 6,000 2.4X10-
7,000 1.9X10-3

CorB 6,000 2.1X10-"

7,000 1.7X10" 3

From these values and assuming temperatures in accordance

with the results of the temperature comparisons, the most likely

conditions in the atmospheres of tCass and 7Boot are: iCass, T =
8,000°, Pe=3.2XlO-3

, TBoot, T =9,000°, Pe=4XlO" 2
. If now, the

temperature of 7Boot were reduced to 8,000° while holding the

degree of ionization constant, an electron pressure of 4.4 X10-3

would result, which is approximately the pressure in tCass. This

indicates the same degree of ionization in each star. In a similar

manner, aBoot and /3CorB can be shown to have the same degree

of ionization, yet a difference in temperature. Thus peculiar Sr II

stars of a given spectral class have a lower temperature than normal

stars but approximately the same degree of ionization.

|3Tria, A6, which was noted previously to be an exception in that

it was cooler than aBoot, F0, has an electron pressure and degree

of ionization characteristic of F0 stars.

It is regretted that a quantitative value of the thermal differ-

ences could not be extracted, for it would show definitely whether

the difference is the sole cause of the peculiarity or merely a contri-

buting cause. In a plot of temperature order against abundance

of Sr II, most of the stars fall in a roughly defined curve, while

tCass and 7Equl are much displaced toward greater abundances.

This suggests that some peculiar stars might be produced by a lower
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temperature, or an absolute magnitude effect, while others require

some further explanation.

In determining the abundances of Sr II atoms, it was noted that

for normal stars and a few peculiar ones of somewhat lower abun-

dance, the turbulence value found by the Sr II atoms was less than

the turbulence found by the general curve of growth. Since little

is known of the cause of turbulence, it is difficult to see the real

significance of this difference. It might be suggested that it is the

result of a stratification of Sr II atoms at different layers in the

atmosphere. This scheme, however, leads to many serious

objections.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge my indebtness to Dr. Leo Goldberg

of Harvard College Observatory for making available quantum
mechanical evaluations invaluable to the present work.

David Dun lap Observatory,

Richmond Hill, Ontario,

February, 1941.
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